PROLIFE FACTS

Earlier this year as part of a campaign to
make abortion more acceptable, there was
a series of first-hand accounts in some NZ publications. The theme was
on how positive their abortion experience was and how compassionate
the doctors and clinic staff.
In contrast, a post-abortion counsellor at the Voice for Life AGM in
Auckland, shared with permission this letter one of her clients wrote on
the anniversary of her abortion (edited for size).
“Things have moved on, yet I still have a longing to hold you, to see your
eyes, to hear a baby’s laughter.
There is a little hole in my heart, a sad ache, which will never heal, no
matter how many times I try to fill it. That part of my heart is forever
with you my little boy.
I wish I never let you go, to have crushed a little flower blooming. I don’t
forgive myself for doing that to you. A little boy is who I long to hold. I
love you. You would have been gorgeous.”
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For more pro-life information, visit www.voiceforlife.org.nz.
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Earlier this year there was a series of firsthand accounts in some NZ publications. The
theme was on how positive their abortion
experience was. In contrast, a post-abortion
counsellor at the Voice for Life AGM in
Auckland shared with permission this letter
that one of her clients wrote on the
anniversary of her abortion (edited for size).
“Things have moved on, yet I still have a
longing to hold you, to see your eyes, to hear
a baby’s laughter.
There is a little hole in my heart, a sad ache,
which will never heal, no matter how many
times I try to fill it. That part of my heart is
forever with you my little boy.
I wish I never let you go, to have crushed a
little flower blooming. I don’t forgive myself
for doing that to you. A little boy is who I long
to hold. I love you. You would have been
gorgeous.”
For more pro-life information, visit
www.voiceforlife.org.nz.
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